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1.0 TOPIC: 5. Natural Gas Price Forecast 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix I, Exhibit B-3 and BC Hydro response to BCUC IR 1.8.1 

In response to BCUC IR 1.8.1, BCH said: “Global Energy prepared the gas price forecasts in 
conjunction with the California Energy Commission (CEC).  Global Energy assigned the probabilities.”  
On page 8 0f 49 of Appendix I it says: “The CEC is California’s primary energy and planning agency.  
The CEC adopts an IEPR every two years and an update every other year.  The IEPR consists of 
assessments and forecasts of all aspects of California’s energy industry supply, production, 
transportation, delivery and distribution, demand and prices…  The 2007 IEPR was adopted by CEC on 
December 5, 2007 after the CEC hosted approximately 50 workshops and hearings and published 70 
supporting reports, scores of presentations and considered hundreds of public comments.  The gas price 
forecasts for the 2007 IEPR were provided by Global Energy.  On August 16, 2007, Global Energy 
presented its gas price forecasts and their methodology in a public workshop and webcast.  The forecasts 
described here for use by BC Hydro are the forecasts tested in the process and adopted by CEC with no 
required changes in the forecasts….CEC retained Global Energy and other consultants to generate the 
following 9 electricity scenarios:…” 

1.1 With reference to the words “in conjunction” is any portion of the gas price forecast in Appendix 
I directly attributable to the CEC?  If so what portion? 

1.2 With reference to the words “tested in the process” please provide the references to the portions 
of the CEC public record where this testing took place.  Please provide the links to the public 
record where these references can be accessed. 

1.3 Is the gas price forecast of the IEPR updated every other year?  If yes, given that the IEPR was 
adopted by the CEC on December 5, 2007, when and where will this update be available? 

1.4 Is Global Energy involved in the preparation of any update of the IEPR gas price forecast?  If 
yes, please describe its involvement and provide any material that it has prepared for this process?  
If Global Energy is not involved, why not? 

1.5 Which scenarios did Global Energy prepare?  Please provide the links to the public record where 
all the scenarios can be accessed including those prepared by Global Energy. 

1.6 When was Global Energy first engaged by BC Hydro to do gas price forecast work?  When was 
Global Energy first engaged to commence the preparatory work for the work which is now 
Appendix I? 

1.7 Please confirm that all the prices in Appendix I including the price of oil are expressed in 
constant 2006 U.S. dollars.  If not, please describe where amounts have been denominated in 
other currencies and their values. 
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2.0 

3.0 

4.0 

1.8 For the purpose of using the results of Appendix I in the LTAP, what U.S. dollar to Canadian 
dollar conversion rate did BC Hydro use or assume? 

1.9 Using Canadian CPI as the deflator, please prepare an Excel model with a table and a graph 
showing the real prices from 1980 to the present, for BC Hydro electricity, a barrel of WTI crude 
oil, and a GJ of natural gas at Henry Hub all expressed in CDN dollars (converted at the Bank of 
Canada average exchange rate for each period). 

TOPIC: 5. Natural Gas Price Forecast 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to BCUC IR 1.80.1 

2.1 Is BC Hydro a subscriber to Global Energy’s fall Gas Reference Case?  If yes, when will it be 
published?  Please provide a copy of it when it becomes available or provide the full terms and 
conditions upon which BC Hydro subscribes to it and that allow BC Hydro to state that: “the 
details of these forecasts are proprietary”. 

2.2 Is Global Energy’s fall Gas Reference Case being used, or filed as part of the update of any IEPR 
gas price forecast?  If yes, is it also “proprietary”?  Please provide the full terms and conditions of 
any claim of “proprietary”. 

TOPIC: 6. Electricity Price Forecast 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to BCUC IR 1.89.1 

3.1 Does the CCGT GHG performance standard of 360 tonnes include the upstream emissions from 
natural gas production and transportation?  If not, why not and include any relevant references to 
the Climate Action Plan and related legislation and the Western Climate Initiative. 

TOPICS: 8 and 37. Load forecast Methodology and Clean Power Call LTAP Action Items 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro responses to IPPBC IRs 1.2.1 and 1.16.5 and BCUC IR 1.10.1 

4.1 Assume that major car manufacturers have plug in hybrid electric vehicles for sale in B.C. by 
2011 and that by 2017, 10% of all cars and light trucks in B.C. are plug in electric hybrids.  Also 
assume that that 90% of the time these vehicles are recharged in off peak periods.  What would be 
the annual increase in BC Hydro’s projected increase in the demand for electricity? On the basis 
of this information, please amend and provide Figure 6-1, Table 6-14, Figure 6-2 and Table 6-15 
in Appendix N of Exhibit B-1. 

4.2 Assuming the electrification of the truck stops and Vancouver Port Authority’s East Berth at 
Canada Place as described in BC Hydro’s response to IPPBC IR 1.2.1 takes place, what would be 
the annual increase in the BC Hydro’s projected increase in the demand for electricity demand 
after Power Smart? 

4.3 As expressed in 2008 CDN dollars or cents per kilometer, for a typical mid-sized 4-passenger car, 
what is the current cost of fuel for an electric car, a natural gas powered car and a gasoline 
powered car.  For this calculation assume BC Hydro is the supplier of electricity at its residential 
rate, the price of gasoline is CDN $1.40 per liter, and natural gas is CDN $8 per GJ.  Assuming 
these cars are annually driven 20,000 kilometers, what will be the annual GHG emissions, 
expressed in tonnes of CO2e, from each of these cars? 
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4.4 Assuming that by 2017, 10% of all cars and light trucks in the WECC are plug in hybrids and are 
equipped with vehicle to grid technology, please provide BC Hydro’s views on what this might 
mean in relation to the supply of electricity in the WECC, and in particular storage and spinning 
reserves.  For ease of reference please refer to the research program at the University of Delaware 
with respect to vehicle to grid power at www.udel.edu/V2G/ 

5.0 

6.0 

7.0 

8.0 

TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to BCUC IR 1.20.1 

5.1 How does BC Hydro deal with inquiries from potential users of large amounts of electricity i.e. 
those customers that would take electricity as an industrial customer in amounts in excess of 5 
megawatts?   What level of certainty does BC Hydro require before these inquiries are included in 
the load forecast?  What is BC Hydro’s obligation to serve these potential customers?  Is the 
availability of electricity part of this obligation?  If the electricity isn’t currently available, what 
does BC Hydro tell the prospective customer? 

TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro responses to IPPC IR 1.2.1 and BCUC IR 1.67.1 

6.1 Please provide a copy of the Climate Action Team Report dated August 6, 2008. 

TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology 
Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, p. 46, and Exhibit B-3, response to IPPBC IR 1.4.1, Medium –
term mining outlook. 

7.1 The IPPBC IR asked “Specifically, which projects are these three…?”  The response referred to 
BCUC IR 1.21.1, but that response did not give the names of the projects.  Since these 
announcements are apparently in the public domain, please provide the specific names of the 
projects and the individual amounts of the energy and peak demand. 

TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology 
Reference:  Exhibit B-3, Exhibit B-3, response to IPPBC IR 1.2.1, Impact of government climate 
change initiatives 

When asked to provide estimates of the impact of the government’s policy initiatives, BC Hydro 
responded that “BC Hydro’s 2007 Load Forecast did not include the potential effects, if any, of recent 
British Columbia Government climate change initiatives because such initiative began in late 2007…, 
after finalization of the 2007 Load Forecast.  Refer to the response to BCUC IR 1.67.1 for an update 
concerning these climate change initiatives, including the B.C. Climate Action Plan, which… calls for 
electrification of truck stops and the Vancouver Port Authority’s East Berth at Canada Place.” 

Since these policy initiatives have now been announced, and since BC Hydro is already in the process of 
producing its updated 2008 Load Forecast, will BC Hydro please now provide an evidentiary update of 
the 2007 Load Forecast to include the estimated impact of these initiatives on future electricity demand, 
or at least provide the 2008 Load Forecast to this proceeding as soon as possible. 

http://www.udel.edu/V2G/
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9.0 

10.0 

TOPIC: 34. DSM Plan 
Reference:  Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.11.1 

IPPBC IR 1.11.1 requested an analysis of the potential for residential fuel switching from gas to 
electricity over the next 20 years but BC Hydro responded that this could not be accomplished because it 
would require a revised natural gas forecast. 

As part of the Conservation Potential Review, BC Hydro conducted an extensive analysis of the potential 
for residential fuel switching from electricity to gas for space heating, cooking, and clothes drying.  
However, the analysis stopped when it found there was no potential to pursue this switching as a DSM 
alternative; no analysis was performed to show the potential for fuel switching in the reverse direction.   

According to Exhibit 9.1 (p. 54 of Appendix K), the analysis showed that there appears to be no 
achievable DSM potential, even at an assumed wholesale gas price of $6.11/GJ ($22/MWh / 3.6GJ/MWh 
= $6.11/GJ).  The reason appears to be that, even at this relatively low wholesale gas price, the consumer 
prices for gas and electricity provide no economic incentive to switch from electricity to gas.  On page 55, 
the CPR report states that “… there would need first to be a mechanism… that permanently closed the 
retail price gap between natural gas and electricity.” 

The economic incentive for consumers must be operating in the reverse direction, in favour of switching 
from gas to electricity, particularly since the gas price used for the CPR analysis was only $6.11/GJ, 
compared to prices in the range of $9-12/GJ, being forecast by BC Hydro in the 2008 LTAP, and 
particularly since future gas consumption will likely also entail a GHG compliance cost upwards of $30 
per tonne of CO2, making clean, green, renewable electricity the fuel of economic choice for consumers in 
the future. 

9.1 Please provide the detailed analyses described in Section 9.4 (page 56 of 58 of Appendix K) 
which explains the lack of any potential for conversion from electricity to gas, in the Residential, 
Commercial, and Industrial Sectors. 

9.2 Since the potential for fuel switching to electricity is certainly as important to the electricity 
demand forecast as is the potential for switching from electricity, has BC Hydro done the analysis 
to estimate this potential additional load and included it in the 2007 Load Forecast?  If so, please 
provide that analysis.  If not, please undertake such a similarly detailed analysis showing the 
potential for fuel switching from gas to electricity over the next 20 years.  If it cannot be provided 
within the time frame for IR responses, please provide it as an evidentiary update or undertaking 
during this LTAP proceeding.  It is not necessary to construct a new gas price forecast; it will be 
acceptable to provide this analysis for the existing gas price forecasts (mid, high, and weighted 
average forecasts will be sufficient). 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call LTAP Action Items 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to Fred Olsen IR 1.2.1 

10.1 Will BC Hydro be filing the specimen EPA referred to in the response to the above IR?  If not, 
why not?  
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11.0 

12.0 

13.0 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call LTAP Action Items  
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to Canadian Office and Professional Employees Union 
IR 1.5.4 

11.1 Please confirm that the standard form of land tenure offered to Independent Power Producers by 
the Province of B.C. includes the reversionary right provisions in favour of the Province set out in 
Appendix 1 to this Information Request. 

6.2 Please confirm that the Water Act provides that the maximum term for a water licence for power 
production is 40 years. 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, response to IPPBC IR 1.12.1, Term Sheet Review by Deloitte & Touche 

12.1 As Attachment 1 to the response to IPPBC IR 1.12.1, BC Hydro provided a copy of the Term 
Sheet Review done by Deloitte & Touche LLP.  The reviewers found 4 specific areas in the Term 
Sheet “which create a risk-related price premium…”  Specifically, on page 8 of that review, with 
regard to the absence of flow-through provisions in the EPA, the authors state, “We believe that 
there may be a pricing premium which could warrant reconsideration of this Term and reinstate 
the 50% flow-through from the F2006 Open Call.”  Is BC Hydro prepared to reinstate this 50% 
flow-through provision, on the recommendation of its 3rd party reviewer?  

12.2 The reviewer goes on to state, “We further suggest that any statutory or by-law induced 
incremental cost could also be allowed as a pass-through, including, but not limited to, costs 
incurred for environmental and safety compliance needs, provided that all procurement by the 
IPP be on a competitive-bid basis so as to avoid overpriced assets or conflicts-of-interest.  Any 
material change to water rental rates and reliability standards are other specific flow-throughs 
which should be considered.” 

“The basis for this suggestion is that the cash-flow margins of the IPP projects are very thin, and 
such public-sector initiatives are well beyond the IPP’s control and involve sizable capital 
outlays and deadlines for compliance.  This measure would remove a portion of the contingency 
systematically built into the bidding pattern of IPPs and bring bid prices closer to the underlying 
actual costs of the various bidders.”  In view of the reviewer’s recommendations, will BC Hydro 
consider expanding the provisions for flow-through items in the EPA, in order to relieve some of 
the upward pressure on bid prices? 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.17.1, Explanation of adjustments for 
Network Upgrades and CIFT 

The response to IR 1.17.1 describes the three components of the transmission adjustment that will be 
applied to each project’s levelized bid price during the bid evaluation process.   

13.1 The Network Upgrade cost estimates from the feasibility interconnection study will be increased 
by 50% and then the present value of that cost will be apportioned to the annual firm energy.  
Why is BC Hydro arbitrarily increasing the good-faith estimates of BCTC by 50%?  Won’t this 
introduce a distortion into the project evaluation process? 

13.2 Why are the Network Upgrade costs being apportioned over only the annual firm energy and why 
is the non-firm energy not included as well?  For many run-of-river projects this will effectively 
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14.0 

double the $/MWh penalty ascribed to the project.  When combined with the arbitrary 50% 
inflation of the cost estimates, it will effectively triple the Network Upgrade charge.  Won’t this 
unnecessarily distort the project evaluation and selection process?  

13.3 The second component relates to the allocation of CIFT, the cost of reinforcing the bulk 
transmission system.  The total cost is apportioned only to the annual firm energy, thus 
effectively doubling the CIFT charge for many run-of-river projects.  Why is only the firm energy 
used for the allocation of both the Network Upgrade and CIFT charges, when for the Standing 
Offer Program, BC Hydro assessed the CIFT and NU charges based on energy which was totally 
non-firm?  There is no firm energy expected from potential SOP projects, but they are 
nevertheless penalized with CIFT and NU charges based on their non-firm energy.  Yet, in the 
case of potential projects in the 2008 Clean Power Call, projects will not be allowed to include 
their non-firm energy in calculating these $/MWh adjustments.  How does BC Hydro justify this 
apparently inconsistent treatment of projects in the CPC and SOP? 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.19.1, Methodology for limitation on 
freshet energy. 

Attachment 1 to this response gives many charts illustrating the operational needs and constraints of the 
BC Hydro system.  Attachment 2 is an IR response taken from the 2006 IEP/LTAP giving more detail of 
the Supply Demand balances forecast from 2008 to 2012. 

14.1 The charts on pages 39-41 of Attachment 1 show the forecast Supply and Demand balance for 
2015 assuming an average water year (page 39) a “dry” year (page 40) or a “wet” year (page 41).  
Specifically, the chart on page 41 illustrates the situation if 2015 were to be a “wet” year.  In this 
case, two months are identified (June and July) for which the forecast shows “Surplus Energy” of 
approximately 250 GWh each month, or a total of 500 GWh of “Surplus Energy” in 2015, if 2015 
is a wet year. 

Since it appears that “Surplus Energy” is a problem in wet years, but not in dry or average years, 
what is the probability that any given year will be a wet year?  How many years since 1990 
would be considered to be wet years, dry years, or average years?  Please provide the water flow 
data (in a working Excel spreadsheet) for each year of this period which would support this 
conclusion. 

14.2 It appears from the charts in Attachment 2, that the electricity demand in June and July is growing 
each year by approximately 80 to 90 GWh/month.  Therefore the 250 GWh/mo. of “Surplus 
Energy” in June and July of 2015 should have been absorbed by 2020.  Since the IPPs submitting 
to the 2008 Clean Power Call are expected to be on-line by 2016, BC Hydro will only be 
expecting to encounter the June/July “Surplus Energy” problem for a relatively short time during 
the life of those contracts – namely, only the wet years occurring in the first 5 to 8 years of the 
contracts.  Why then, is BC Hydro imposing such a severe restriction on the freshet energy to be 
delivered by IPP projects over the next 30 to 40 years, when the “Surplus Energy” problem being 
identified could be as short-lived as 5 years, and then really only in those years that are “wet” 
years, and then really only for 2 months in those “wet” years?  In all other years, BC Hydro’s 
reservoirs have the capacity to store this energy and use it later to serve domestic load or exports. 

14.3 The chart on page 35 of Attachment 1, titled “Real time System Constraints”, shows a 
compilation of statistics BC Hydro has been accumulating on the number of hours in each month 
in which a particular system constraint has been a problem.  Since the chart is very difficult to 
read accurately, especially in black and white, please provide a working Excel spreadsheet with 
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15.0 

16.0 

the table giving the data which produces this chart, and also include the same statistical data for 
the entire period since this data has been collected, up to the present. 

14.4 For the 12-month period from May 2006 to April 2007, shown on the chart on page 35 of 
Attachment 1, what total hours and what percentage of the hours in the year were classified as 
“Imports are available, but system cannot be backed down”?  In the same 12-month period, what 
total hours and percentage of hours were classified as “Insufficient capacity to meet domestic 
load or export sales” and what hours and percentage of hours were classified as “Insufficient 
daily energy to meet domestic load or export sales”?  Would this 12-month period have been 
classified as a dry, wet or average year? 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.21.1 

The response to IR 1.21.1 describes the methodology that was used to convert Global Energy’s natural 
gas price forecasts into electricity price forecasts for the purposes of the time-of-delivery tables in the 
EPA Term Sheet.  The fourth paragraph states that, “Electricity prices were modeled using a computer 
simulation of the hourly supply-demand balance for the WECC.  The dispatch cost of the marginal 
resource at the point where supply and demand are in equilibrium determines the market price for that 
hour.  Monthly and yearly average prices are obtained by aggregating the computed hourly prices.” 

15.1 Since this computer simulation calculates the dispatch cost of the marginal resource, please 
confirm that these price forecasts could be described as representing the variable operating costs 
for the last dispatched generation resource in each particular hourly period.  Please confirm that 
these price forecasts do not include any amount to cover the fixed operating costs or any charge 
to recover the capital cost, pay the interest on debt, or any return to the equity invested in the 
facility. 

15.2 Please also confirm that this is the same methodology that was used to produce the electricity 
price forecasts in section 4.4 of the Application, specifically the Low, Mid, and High forecasts 
shown in Figure 4-6 on page 4-21. 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro responses to IPPBC IR 1.22.3, and 1.22.4, Index used for Non-
firm Energy Pricing 

16.1 IR 1.22.3 asked specifically which indices BC Hydro is proposing to use for pricing Option B.  
The response simply stated “the Mid-Columbia Daily index” without mentioning the source.  Is 
this the proprietary index published by Dow Jones, or some other daily index?  If this is not the 
proprietary index, please provide the history requested in IPPBC IR 1.22.3 (in a working Excel 
model). 

16.2 Has BC Hydro made a forecast of the index prices it expects for Option B?  If so, how does this 
forecast for Option B compare to the Option A prices shown in the table included in the EPA 
Term Sheet?  Please provide BC Hydro’s forecast of the Option B prices as requested in IPPBC 
IR 1.22.4 in a working Excel model. 

16.3 Since the Option B price is intended to be a proxy for the market price at which BC Hydro could 
purchase alternative energy, in the absence of non-firm energy from IPPs, will the final EPA 
wording also add to the index price the cost of wheeling and losses from Mid-C to the Lower 
Mainland, and any potential cost of GHG compliance that BC Hydro might be required to pay, by 
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17.0 

18.0 

government policy from time to time, in order to import non-clean electricity.  Why do these 
additional charges not appear in the Term Sheet definitions of Option B prices? 

16.4 Are these additional charges already included in the Option A prices listed in the Term Sheet? 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix M, Electricity Purchase Agreement Term sheet, p. 27 of 45, 
Firm energy/Plant Changes. 

This section provides that at the end of Year 6 (5 years after the first anniversary of COD) “…the firm 
energy amount for each season… will be adjusted to reflect the level of energy delivery that has been met 
or exceeded at least 80% of the time for that season… after the first anniversary of COD.”   

17.1 Why does BC Hydro require such a stringent standard of statistical firmness as 1 year in 5, when 
in the analysis done for the Standing Offer Program, BC Hydro’s standard of firmness was the 
average of the lowest 3 consecutive years?  Would BC Hydro consider amending this EPA term 
to correspond to the average of the lowest 3 consecutive years, rather than the 80th percentile of 
the years considered singly? 

17.2 This provision essentially removes from the IPP the responsibility for setting its own seasonal 
firm energy levels and sets these levels automatically by statistical calculation.  Since the IPP is 
no longer in control of these contractual commitments, will BC Hydro consider eliminating the 
requirement for shortfall LDs after the 6th anniversary, and also reduce the Performance Security 
accordingly?  Why should BC Hydro require the IPP to guarantee the financial firmness of its 
deliveries when BC Hydro has already established the statistical firmness of those deliveries? 

17.3 In the case of the Alcan 2007 EPA, BC Hydro was satisfied with the statistical firmness of the 
Alcan energy capability and therefore did not also require LDs to guarantee financial firmness as 
well.  Why should BC Hydro require this from IPPs when it does not require it from Alcan? 

TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call 
Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix M, Electricity Purchase Agreement Term sheet 

18.1 Assuming a coastal hydro project would require a levelized price of $80/MWh using the F2006 
OCP methodology, please provide an analysis that calculates an equivalent levelized bid price 
required under the 2008 CPC terms.  For the purpose of this calculation, assume the typical 
coastal run-of-river project has the hydrology described in the table in Appendix 2 to this 
Information Request. 
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Appendix 2 

GWh/season Winter Spring Freshet Fall
Average 9.4          6.9          22.3        13.1        
Std Dev 2.9          3.2          1.5          2.8          

Yr 1 12.5        6.3          22.6        17.2        
Yr 2 13.1        2.5          23.7        20.4        
Yr 3 13.0        12.2        23.9        15.9        
Yr 4 8.1          5.1          23.5        14.3        
Yr 5 4.7          1.9          21.0        11.3        
Yr 6 6.5          6.6          24.2        16.4        
Yr 7 8.7          2.7          21.1        11.4        
Yr 8 10.3        1.8          22.4        13.7        
Yr 9 9.2          6.7          19.2        14.1        

Yr 10 11.1        8.2          21.6        17.4        
Yr 11 12.9        6.6          23.2        11.9        
Yr 12 10.3        9.6          21.7        9.5          
Yr 13 8.5          7.5          19.3        13.9        
Yr 14 2.7          4.6          21.4        9.7          
Yr 15 9.0          10.1        21.1        12.6        
Yr 16 11.3        10.1        24.3        9.9          
Yr 17 6.9          6.7          22.4        14.3        
Yr 18 9.4          5.3          20.9        11.9        
Yr 19 10.6        6.3          22.5        14.1        
Yr 20 8.2          10.2        23.1        15.0        
Yr 21 10.0        14.0        23.2        11.9        
Yr 22 5.1          7.0          19.9        10.1        
Yr 23 9.0          9.8          22.2        10.6        
Yr 24 14.1        11.7        24.3        12.0        
Yr 25 10.2        9.0          23.8        16.4        
Yr 26 11.7        6.9          25.0        11.2        
Yr 27 12.0        6.0          22.2        14.2        
Yr 28 2.7          3.7          22.2        11.7        
Yr 29 8.7          3.3          19.7        13.1        
Yr 30 11.7        3.8          22.1        7.8          

Annual energy by season for coastal hydro project
 using 30 years of existing hydrology
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	4.4 Assuming that by 2017, 10% of all cars and light trucks in the WECC are plug in hybrids and are equipped with vehicle to grid technology, please provide BC Hydro’s views on what this might mean in relation to the supply of electricity in the WECC, and in particular storage and spinning reserves.  For ease of reference please refer to the research program at the University of Delaware with respect to vehicle to grid power at www.udel.edu/V2G/

	5.0 TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to BCUC IR 1.20.1
	5.1 How does BC Hydro deal with inquiries from potential users of large amounts of electricity i.e. those customers that would take electricity as an industrial customer in amounts in excess of 5 megawatts?   What level of certainty does BC Hydro require before these inquiries are included in the load forecast?  What is BC Hydro’s obligation to serve these potential customers?  Is the availability of electricity part of this obligation?  If the electricity isn’t currently available, what does BC Hydro tell the prospective customer?

	6.0 TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro responses to IPPC IR 1.2.1 and BCUC IR 1.67.1
	6.1 Please provide a copy of the Climate Action Team Report dated August 6, 2008.

	7.0 TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix D, p. 46, and Exhibit B-3, response to IPPBC IR 1.4.1, Medium –term mining outlook.
	7.1 The IPPBC IR asked “Specifically, which projects are these three…?”  The response referred to BCUC IR 1.21.1, but that response did not give the names of the projects.  Since these announcements are apparently in the public domain, please provide the specific names of the projects and the individual amounts of the energy and peak demand.

	8.0 TOPIC: 8. Load forecast Methodology Reference:  Exhibit B-3, Exhibit B-3, response to IPPBC IR 1.2.1, Impact of government climate change initiatives
	9.0 TOPIC: 34. DSM Plan Reference:  Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.11.1
	9.1 Please provide the detailed analyses described in Section 9.4 (page 56 of 58 of Appendix K) which explains the lack of any potential for conversion from electricity to gas, in the Residential, Commercial, and Industrial Sectors.
	9.2 Since the potential for fuel switching to electricity is certainly as important to the electricity demand forecast as is the potential for switching from electricity, has BC Hydro done the analysis to estimate this potential additional load and included it in the 2007 Load Forecast?  If so, please provide that analysis.  If not, please undertake such a similarly detailed analysis showing the potential for fuel switching from gas to electricity over the next 20 years.  If it cannot be provided within the time frame for IR responses, please provide it as an evidentiary update or undertaking during this LTAP proceeding.  It is not necessary to construct a new gas price forecast; it will be acceptable to provide this analysis for the existing gas price forecasts (mid, high, and weighted average forecasts will be sufficient).

	10.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call LTAP Action Items Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to Fred Olsen IR 1.2.1
	10.1 Will BC Hydro be filing the specimen EPA referred to in the response to the above IR?  If not, why not? 

	11.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call LTAP Action Items  Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to Canadian Office and Professional Employees Union IR 1.5.4
	11.1 Please confirm that the standard form of land tenure offered to Independent Power Producers by the Province of B.C. includes the reversionary right provisions in favour of the Province set out in Appendix 1 to this Information Request.

	12.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-3, response to IPPBC IR 1.12.1, Term Sheet Review by Deloitte & Touche
	12.1 As Attachment 1 to the response to IPPBC IR 1.12.1, BC Hydro provided a copy of the Term Sheet Review done by Deloitte & Touche LLP.  The reviewers found 4 specific areas in the Term Sheet “which create a risk-related price premium…”  Specifically, on page 8 of that review, with regard to the absence of flow-through provisions in the EPA, the authors state, “We believe that there may be a pricing premium which could warrant reconsideration of this Term and reinstate the 50% flow-through from the F2006 Open Call.”  Is BC Hydro prepared to reinstate this 50% flow-through provision, on the recommendation of its 3rd party reviewer? 
	12.2 The reviewer goes on to state, “We further suggest that any statutory or by-law induced incremental cost could also be allowed as a pass-through, including, but not limited to, costs incurred for environmental and safety compliance needs, provided that all procurement by the IPP be on a competitive-bid basis so as to avoid overpriced assets or conflicts-of-interest.  Any material change to water rental rates and reliability standards are other specific flow-throughs which should be considered.”

	13.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.17.1, Explanation of adjustments for Network Upgrades and CIFT
	13.1 The Network Upgrade cost estimates from the feasibility interconnection study will be increased by 50% and then the present value of that cost will be apportioned to the annual firm energy.  Why is BC Hydro arbitrarily increasing the good-faith estimates of BCTC by 50%?  Won’t this introduce a distortion into the project evaluation process?
	13.2 Why are the Network Upgrade costs being apportioned over only the annual firm energy and why is the non-firm energy not included as well?  For many run-of-river projects this will effectively double the $/MWh penalty ascribed to the project.  When combined with the arbitrary 50% inflation of the cost estimates, it will effectively triple the Network Upgrade charge.  Won’t this unnecessarily distort the project evaluation and selection process? 
	13.3 The second component relates to the allocation of CIFT, the cost of reinforcing the bulk transmission system.  The total cost is apportioned only to the annual firm energy, thus effectively doubling the CIFT charge for many run-of-river projects.  Why is only the firm energy used for the allocation of both the Network Upgrade and CIFT charges, when for the Standing Offer Program, BC Hydro assessed the CIFT and NU charges based on energy which was totally non-firm?  There is no firm energy expected from potential SOP projects, but they are nevertheless penalized with CIFT and NU charges based on their non-firm energy.  Yet, in the case of potential projects in the 2008 Clean Power Call, projects will not be allowed to include their non-firm energy in calculating these $/MWh adjustments.  How does BC Hydro justify this apparently inconsistent treatment of projects in the CPC and SOP?

	14.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.19.1, Methodology for limitation on freshet energy.
	14.1 The charts on pages 39-41 of Attachment 1 show the forecast Supply and Demand balance for 2015 assuming an average water year (page 39) a “dry” year (page 40) or a “wet” year (page 41).  Specifically, the chart on page 41 illustrates the situation if 2015 were to be a “wet” year.  In this case, two months are identified (June and July) for which the forecast shows “Surplus Energy” of approximately 250 GWh each month, or a total of 500 GWh of “Surplus Energy” in 2015, if 2015 is a wet year.
	14.2 It appears from the charts in Attachment 2, that the electricity demand in June and July is growing each year by approximately 80 to 90 GWh/month.  Therefore the 250 GWh/mo. of “Surplus Energy” in June and July of 2015 should have been absorbed by 2020.  Since the IPPs submitting to the 2008 Clean Power Call are expected to be on-line by 2016, BC Hydro will only be expecting to encounter the June/July “Surplus Energy” problem for a relatively short time during the life of those contracts – namely, only the wet years occurring in the first 5 to 8 years of the contracts.  Why then, is BC Hydro imposing such a severe restriction on the freshet energy to be delivered by IPP projects over the next 30 to 40 years, when the “Surplus Energy” problem being identified could be as short-lived as 5 years, and then really only in those years that are “wet” years, and then really only for 2 months in those “wet” years?  In all other years, BC Hydro’s reservoirs have the capacity to store this energy and use it later to serve domestic load or exports.
	14.3 The chart on page 35 of Attachment 1, titled “Real time System Constraints”, shows a compilation of statistics BC Hydro has been accumulating on the number of hours in each month in which a particular system constraint has been a problem.  Since the chart is very difficult to read accurately, especially in black and white, please provide a working Excel spreadsheet with the table giving the data which produces this chart, and also include the same statistical data for the entire period since this data has been collected, up to the present.
	14.4 For the 12-month period from May 2006 to April 2007, shown on the chart on page 35 of Attachment 1, what total hours and what percentage of the hours in the year were classified as “Imports are available, but system cannot be backed down”?  In the same 12-month period, what total hours and percentage of hours were classified as “Insufficient capacity to meet domestic load or export sales” and what hours and percentage of hours were classified as “Insufficient daily energy to meet domestic load or export sales”?  Would this 12-month period have been classified as a dry, wet or average year?

	15.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro response to IPPBC IR 1.21.1
	15.1 Since this computer simulation calculates the dispatch cost of the marginal resource, please confirm that these price forecasts could be described as representing the variable operating costs for the last dispatched generation resource in each particular hourly period.  Please confirm that these price forecasts do not include any amount to cover the fixed operating costs or any charge to recover the capital cost, pay the interest on debt, or any return to the equity invested in the facility.
	15.2 Please also confirm that this is the same methodology that was used to produce the electricity price forecasts in section 4.4 of the Application, specifically the Low, Mid, and High forecasts shown in Figure 4-6 on page 4-21.

	16.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-3, BC Hydro responses to IPPBC IR 1.22.3, and 1.22.4, Index used for Non-firm Energy Pricing
	16.1 IR 1.22.3 asked specifically which indices BC Hydro is proposing to use for pricing Option B.  The response simply stated “the Mid-Columbia Daily index” without mentioning the source.  Is this the proprietary index published by Dow Jones, or some other daily index?  If this is not the proprietary index, please provide the history requested in IPPBC IR 1.22.3 (in a working Excel model).
	16.2 Has BC Hydro made a forecast of the index prices it expects for Option B?  If so, how does this forecast for Option B compare to the Option A prices shown in the table included in the EPA Term Sheet?  Please provide BC Hydro’s forecast of the Option B prices as requested in IPPBC IR 1.22.4 in a working Excel model.
	16.3 Since the Option B price is intended to be a proxy for the market price at which BC Hydro could purchase alternative energy, in the absence of non-firm energy from IPPs, will the final EPA wording also add to the index price the cost of wheeling and losses from Mid-C to the Lower Mainland, and any potential cost of GHG compliance that BC Hydro might be required to pay, by government policy from time to time, in order to import non-clean electricity.  Why do these additional charges not appear in the Term Sheet definitions of Option B prices?
	16.4 Are these additional charges already included in the Option A prices listed in the Term Sheet?

	17.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix M, Electricity Purchase Agreement Term sheet, p. 27 of 45, Firm energy/Plant Changes.
	17.1 Why does BC Hydro require such a stringent standard of statistical firmness as 1 year in 5, when in the analysis done for the Standing Offer Program, BC Hydro’s standard of firmness was the average of the lowest 3 consecutive years?  Would BC Hydro consider amending this EPA term to correspond to the average of the lowest 3 consecutive years, rather than the 80th percentile of the years considered singly?
	17.2 This provision essentially removes from the IPP the responsibility for setting its own seasonal firm energy levels and sets these levels automatically by statistical calculation.  Since the IPP is no longer in control of these contractual commitments, will BC Hydro consider eliminating the requirement for shortfall LDs after the 6th anniversary, and also reduce the Performance Security accordingly?  Why should BC Hydro require the IPP to guarantee the financial firmness of its deliveries when BC Hydro has already established the statistical firmness of those deliveries?
	17.3 In the case of the Alcan 2007 EPA, BC Hydro was satisfied with the statistical firmness of the Alcan energy capability and therefore did not also require LDs to guarantee financial firmness as well.  Why should BC Hydro require this from IPPs when it does not require it from Alcan?

	18.0 TOPIC: 37. Clean Power Call Reference: Exhibit B-1-1, Appendix M, Electricity Purchase Agreement Term sheet
	18.1 Assuming a coastal hydro project would require a levelized price of $80/MWh using the F2006 OCP methodology, please provide an analysis that calculates an equivalent levelized bid price required under the 2008 CPC terms.  For the purpose of this calculation, assume the typical coastal run-of-river project has the hydrology described in the table in Appendix 2 to this Information Request.


